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Hamiltonian of the system
N identical bosons in one spatial dimension

Total Hamiltonian

Single-particle 
Hamiltonian
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∙ 2-dimensional optical lattice
∙ One-dimensional geometry of tubes 

Experimental realization of 
trapped Lieb-Liniger gas 

133Cs or 87Rb atoms

           



Experimental realization of 
systems with spin-orbit coupling
Spin-orbit coupling is synthetic! Raman lasers
        with momentum dependent Zeeman interaction
Mapping on the              states on pseudo-spin states                              
and  
Rashba and Dresselhaus interactions of equal 
strength 



Properties of the single-particle 
Hamiltonian 

Ground state may be degenerate!

for ground state is not degenerate

for ground state is two-fold degenerate

where
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Variational anzatz

with Jastrow factors:

Trial wave-function

Scattering lengths are different!

should be chosen to make 

close to the single-particle ground state.
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Calculation of expectations of 
operators

where
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Calculations of the ground state properties 
for systems with spin-orbit interaction
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Energy of the system
degenerate non-degenerate
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Stripe pattern

Correlation functions

degeneratenon-degenerate



Naïve algorithm for search of the 
optimal variational parameters

1) Pick starting point       in the space of parameters. Calculate 
energy      and dispersion of the energy          of the point.

2) Create set of points       by changing one of parameters of       . 
3) Calculate energies      and dispersions for the points of set       . 
4) From the set      we pick the point       with the minimal energy. If 

this point has energy lower than               then transform        
                                    and set new              . Come back to 3).
5) All the points      which have energy larger than                    

replace by                         . If replacements possible go to 3).

Optimization of half-width:
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● We develop VMC/DMC code for the few-body 
systems with spin-orbit coupling.

● We can test algorithm on the system with 
interesting properties 

● We plan to develop code for the fermionic 
systems.

Conclusions and perspectives:
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Thank you for attention!


